
Urgent Confirming the Truth toward Global Solidarity Launching.
Pandemic<=Great Reset,New Normal>would secretly head toward Mankind’s Massacre
<Holocaust>due to deadly conspiracy by the wicked spirit in high place<Bilderberg the
wealthiest and nobility hereditary>.Now more certifications are added in this report.Also you
should confirm salvation ideology & technology.It become possibly by you. 2020/5/28

[１]:Truth and Ideology.
"This farce will inexorably collapse"<Google translation from Italy>
https://comedonchisciotte.org/questa-farsa-crollera-inesorabilmente/
With the pandemic, they gradually told us that isolation, lockdowns, masks, curfews,
streaming Masses, remote teaching, smartworking, recovery funds, vaccines, green passes
would allow us to come out of the emergency, and believing this lie we have renounced
rights and lifestyles that they warn us will never return: "Nothing will be the same again".

Theists could Begin to Turn the Upside Down WORLD ?!!
http://777true.net/Theists-could-Begin-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-WORLD.pdf
Urgent global solidarity making with a truth is decisive to turn the upside down world.
If all people become theist with a truth in God,It could be the initiation toward victory.

⑴Fake and Hate Global Engineering in the Imminent Crisis in front of Your Eye.
In front of imminent pandemic crisis,almost people take own saving actions suggested by
government<=globally ruled by NAZIS USA and the followers>.It is natural enough,
however they not consider the awful consequence in coming world.
⑵Above all,we must consider mind of highest aristocrat the hereditary.
Once we have known their wicked intention,we could not help,but research evading way.
Now many have known doubtful origin of COVID19 and vaccine campaign.Also the minor
their ruling has been facing imminent crisis due to Climate Worsening causing difficult
conserving stable pleasure life for all nation people<foods riot>.That is,Revolution is more
terrible than defeating War<Konoe Fumimaro Japan Imperial family minister at the war>.
Thus they plotted global pandemic as counter coup detat against people not to go
Revolution destroying their hereditary status. .
＊His Royal Virus:In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly
virus, in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation. ...
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
⑶Global Deception by Major media & Major Academy.
Busy almost people are difficult to notice their deception,but minor journalist and scientist
disclose deadly serious facts<climate,COVID & vaccine>.If COVID was bio-weapon
designed by them ,the counter measure vaccine could be complete to eradicate COVID?.
In the upside down world ruled by Satan.it might be mankind who would be eradicated.

Our victory depends on Global overwhelming Peoples Fact Recognition and the Action.

https://comedonchisciotte.org/questa-farsa-crollera-inesorabilmente/
http://777true.net/Theists-could-Begin-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-WORLD.pdf
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[２]:Technology for Everyone.
[Diffusion hope] No vaccine required. Succeeded in 100% protection against the new
coronavirus! Nagasaki University Announcement<Google translation from Japanese>
https://ameblo.jp/horehore-oo7/entry-12676926606.html
5-ALA is an amino acid that is not a component of protein, and although it peaks around the
age of 17 and decreases,It is a very safe substance that is also made in our body.

For long,author wondered why younger are tough against COVID19.One of strong validity
may be dairy obtainable aminoacid<natural product,but not man-made medicine>
=5-Aminolevulinic acid is commonly known as "5 (five) -ALA (ara)".

Common foods that contain 5-ALA. FOOD 5 -ALA content ...
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Common-foods-that-contain-5-ALA-FOOD-5-ALA-cont
ent_tbl1_276036972
Victory toast with Wine ,...

Vitamin D deficiency makes new coronavirus infections more severe<from Japanese>
https://www.nobuokakai.ecnet.jp/nakagawa240.pdf
Sunbathing is recommended.The density over 30mg/ml is no dying.

The most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re
mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html
“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .
New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the
spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop
everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.
Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to
relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,

Corona Test for 9.8 Million Wuhan Residents,300 Positive, "Now the Safest City" 6/3

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/f121a85e77b901d1c313211d89de14aac0678eee
Approximately 9.8 million people were tested between 4/14 and 5/ 1, and only 300 tested
positive,The cost is 13.6 billion yen / 10 million people = 1360 yen / person.
This is a historical and clear winning against the Virus In Wuhan the first attacked city!!.

 This is the 1st region where they tried All People Testing toward Virus Eradication.
How one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
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APPENDIX-1:Counter Technology on Worsened Climate .
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf
http://777true.net/Stable-ECONOMICS-for-coming-Climate-Wartime-Regime.pdf

APPENDIX-2:Counter Technology on Crooked Politics .
http://777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf
http://777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf
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